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A LIFTING THEOREM AND UNIFORM ALGEBRAS

TAKAHIKO NAKAZI AND TAKANORI YAMAMOTO

Abstract. In this paper we discuss the possible generalizations of a lifting theorem

of a 2 X 2 matrix to uniform algebras. These have applications to Hankel operators,

weighted norm inequalities for conjugation operators and Toeplitz operators on

uniform algebras. For example, the Helson-Szegö theorems for general uniform

algebras follow.

1. Introduction. We will consider a fixed uniform algebra A on a compact

Hausdorff space X, and a fixed homomorphism t in MA, the maximal ideal space of

A. The set of representing measures for t will be denoted by #T. The kernel of t will

be denoted by A0. That is, A0 consists of the functions f in A such that t(/) = 0.

We study only 2x2 measure matrices u. = (u, ) whose elements are finite complex

regular Borel measures, and satisfy the conditions:

(#) uu > 0,    n22>0,    Pu^Pii-

For a measure matrix u = (pA, let us denote

M-A]'  E   Í fJjdPtj.
1,7 = 1,2     x

If [i satisfies \¡.[fi,f2] > 0 for all /, in A and f2 in A0, then u is said to be a

positive matrix on A X A0. On the other hand, if u satisfies (i[/,, f2] > 0 for all /,

and f2 in C( A'), the algebra of continuous complex-valued functions on X, then u is

said to be a positive matrix on C(X) X C(X). If two measure matrices ¡x = (u,7)

and v = (v¡j) satisfy pu = vu, p22 = v22 and pl2 - vl2 annihilates A0, then we

write u ~ v. If u ~ v, then u = v on A X AQ.

It is known (cf. [6, Chapter II, Corollary 7.5]) that every complex measure ju, on

X has a unique decomposition

dpu= Wtjdmtj + dtij       (i,y = l,2)

where mfi is some representing measure for t, W¡j is a function in Ll(m¡j) and psu

is supported on a Borel set E such that «(£) = 0 for all « in #T. Then, there exists

a common representing measure m for t such that dp^ = W^dm + ¿u^ (i, j =

1,2). In fact, we can take m = (mlx + ml2 + w21 + w22)/4. We will call this
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decomposition the Lebesgue decomposition of a measure matrix u = (u,y) with

respect to #T. For a measure a defined by a function s in L\m) such that

o(E) = }Esdm for all Borel sets E, we identify the measure a and the function s.

Proposition 1. Suppose that \i = (u,y) is a positive matrix on A X A0 (resp.

C(X) X C(X)). Let dn¡j = Wfjdm + dps¡j (i, j = 1,2) be its Lebesgue decomposi-

tion with respect to #T. Then W = (Wij) is positive on A X J0 (resp. C{X) X C(X))

and u/ = (pf.j) is positive on C(X) X C(X).

Proof. Suppose u = (/tiy) is positive on A X A0. Let E be an Fa-set such that

n(E) = 0 for all « in #T. It follows from Forelh's Lemma (cf. [6, Chapter II, Lemma

7.3]) that Xe ues m trie L2(|u^|)-closure of A0. Since each ptJ is a regular measure,

the measure matrix u* = (/*',) is positive on C(X) X C^). On the other hand, if /

lies in A (resp. A0), then (1 - \e)Í ues m iae jL2(|u,7|)-closure of A (resp. A0).

Hence W = (Wu) is positive on A X AQ. This completes the proof.

Given a positive matrix u on A X AQ, does there exist a positive matrix v on

C(X) X C(^) such that u - v? Recently, Arocena, Cotlar and Sadosky (see [1, 2,

4]) have shown that this is true when A is a disc algebra. But it does not seem to be

true for general uniform algebras, even for uniform algebras on finitely connected

regions. More recently, the first author [12, 13] has given a new approach to this

kind of problem for uniform algebras and he has studied the norms of Hankel

operators, Helson-Szegö type theorems, and the left invertibility of Toeplitz opera-

tors for uniform algebras. The second author [15] has given another proof of the

lifting theorem for a disc algebra and he has studied Helson-Szegö type theorems

and Koosis type theorems using the lifting theorem for the disc algebra. The

essential part of this paper is to give the lifting theorem for uniform algebras which

contains the above results as corollaries.

Let S7 be the class of all positive functions on X which are both bounded and

bounded away from zero. For each measure matrix \i = (/x(. •) which satisfies

condition (# ), we will consider the set of measure matrices:

{d\¡J)={ViJdm)+(dn*j), \

,,)   {     )=(vWn     Wn    ) for some, in 4'

V  "'     \W21      v-'W22) )

A measure matrix u is an element of the set [|i] of measure matrices. Suppose

u = (u, ) is positive on A X A0. If there exists a positive measure matrix j» = (v¡j)

on C(X) X C{X) such that u ~ v, then all X in [u] are positive on A X A0. In §2,

we will prove the converse to this result, that is, if u is positive on A X A0 and if all

X in [\i] are positive on A X A0, then there exists a positive matrix v on C(X) X

C(X) such that u ~ v. In §3, we will treat some constants which are useful in

studying Hankel operators, the Helson-Szegö type theorems and the Koosis type

theorems. In §4, we will study the lifting theorem in the case when #T is finite

dimensional. In §5, we will use the lifting theorem to study the norms of the Hankel

lui-
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operators. In §6, we will give the Koosis type theorems for the special uniform

algebras. In §7, we will give the Helson-Szegö type theorems for the special uniform

algebras and, in §8, some examples and another kind of lifting theorem will be given.

For each representing measure for t in MA and 1 < p < oo the Hardy space

Hp = Hp(m) (resp. Hfi = Hg (m)) is the norm closure of A (resp. A0) in Lp =

Lp(m). The weak-* closure of A (resp. A0) in L°° = L°°(m) is denoted by

Hx = H°°(m) (resp. #0°° = #¿°(m)). For 1 < p < oo, let K"= {f<E L"; fxfgdm

= 0 for all g in ^0}, and Kp={f&Lp; fxfgdm = 0 for all g in ^}. Then,

H" ç tf" and //£ ç tf£.

2. The lifting theorem under a strong condition. The following theorem gives the

lifting theorem which is discussed in the Introduction and is true for a general

uniform algebra. Let (H00)'1 be the class of all invertible functions in H°°. If A is a

disc algebra, then &=- K^00)"1! = {|A|; h is in (i/00)"1} (cf. [7, Chapter II,

Theorem 4.5]). Hence the following theorem is a generalization of Arocena, Cotlar

and Sadosky's theorem [2, p. 102].

Theorem 2. Let A be a uniform algebra on X, and let r be in MA. Suppose a

measure matrix u = (/i(- •) satisfies condition (#). Let

dPij = wtj dm + dp'j       (/', j = 1,2)

be its Lebesgue decomposition with respect to #T. T«<? following conditions are then

equivalent.

(i) All X in [u] are positive on A X A0.

(ii) 77iere exw/i a positive measure matrix v = (v¡j) on C(X) X C(X) such that

\>.~ v and (p]j) = (vfj).

Proof. We shall show that (i) implies (ii). Let g be a function in A0. For all

natural numbers «, put En= {x e X; \g(x)\ < 1/n). We define functions vn by

the formula

'1/n on E„,

(nw22+ trn + i\1/2

|g|U*ni + ̂  + iJ     OÍÍE-

It follows that (1/n)2 < u„ < «HgH«, a.e., hence i>„ is in St?. Since

^n < XeWu +(1 - X£.)|g|(^n + ^22 + 1)    a.e.

and

|glV^22 < X£„^22 +(1 - X£„)|g|(Wii + ^22 + 1)    a.e.,

it follows from Lebesgue's theorem that

lim  / v„Wudm=j |g|(Wn^22)1/2(l -  lim XE)dm
,,->oo  Jx JX v «->oo '

</ \g\(WnW22)1/2dm,
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and it follows in the same way that

lim   f  \g\2v-lW22dm< f \g\iWuW22)l/2dm.
,,->oo  ¿X JX

Suppose

vWu       Wl2

W21     v-*W22

is positive on A X A0 for all v in 7t°. Then

-2Re / fJ2Wl2dm < / \fx \2v„Wndm + f  \f2 fvZ'W^dm
jx jx jx

for all fx in A and f2 in A0, and for all «. Put fx = 1 and f2 = g. Yet « -» oo, then

-Re f gW12dm < f IgK^n^)172^.

Since this holds for all g in v40, it follows that

/ gWX2dm < f \g\(WnW22)l/2dm.
Jx Jx

By the Hahn-Banach theorem, there exists a linear functional Ton C(X) such that

\T(G)\<(  \G\(WnW22)W1 dm
Jx

for all G in Ci*), and

T(g)= [  gWl2dm
Jx

for all g in  A0. Since L1((l4yuM^22)1/2 + 1/«)* = L°°  for all natural numbers n,

there exists a function sn in L00, llsJI^, «S 1, such that

T(G) = / Gsn{(WuW22)1/2 + 1/n) dm.
J x

Taking a subsequence if necessary, sn then converges to some s in L°°, WsW^ < 1, in

the weak-* topology. Put

/ w.. Aw..W.Al/2\

V = (Utj)
w, s(WuW22)1

IW 1^22)
1/2 W,22 /

Then U - W, since

f gUx2dm = f gs{WnW22)l/2dm = f grV12dm.
JX JX Jx

On the other hand,

-2Re [ FxF2Ul2dm^2Í \FxF2\(WuW22)l/2dm
Jx Jx

< f \Fx\2Uxxdm+ f  \F2\2U22dm.
J x Jx
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Therefore,

i imEFU.-dmXi

for all Fx, F2 in C(X), and hence U = (Uu) is positive on C(X) X C(X). Put

v = (vu), dvu = Uijdm + dpsu (i, j = 1,2); then (ii) follows.

We shall show next that (ii) implies (i). Suppose X = (XiJ) is an element of [a].

Then dX¡j = V^dm + dpsu, where

(Vu)
vWlx w12

V-*W;22

Since u ~ v, there exist integrable functions UtJ such that dv¡j = U¡-dm + dp'j.

Furthermore, Wu = Uu, W22 = U22 and

( fJ2WX2dm = ( fJ2Ul2dm
Jx Jx

for all /, in A and all f2 in A0. Since v is positive on C(X) X C(X), it follows

from Proposition 1 that U = (Uu) is positive on C(X) X C(X). Hence, \U12\2 <

Ux XU22 a.e. Then

-2 Re f fJ2Vl2dm < 2 f fJ2U12dm
Jx Jx

<2Í  \fJ2\iUnU22)l/2dm = 2Í  \fJ2\{VnV22)l/2dm
Jx Jx

< í l/il2*u<*«+ Í lAl2^^-
•'A' ■'A'

Therefore,

L    / fifjVijdm>0,
i. y'=1.2     -^

which implies (i). This completes the proof.

Corollary 2.1. Suppose a matrix W = {W¡j) satisfies condition (#). The follow-

ing conditions are then equivalent.

(i)

vWxx

V--W-22 j

« positive on A X A0 for all v in S7.

(ii) There exists a k in Kl such that

\Wl2 - k\2 a WxlW22    a.e.

Proof. We shall show that (i) implies (ii). It follows from (i) and Theorem 2 that

there exists a positive matrix v = (i»,7) on C(X) X C(X) such that (W^) - (v¡¡). Let

dVjj = U^dm + dwjj  be the Lebesgue decomposition with respect to #T, then
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dvfj = 0. Since Kl annihilates A0, there exists a k in Kl such that

W11

W2X-k

WX2-k"

W-22

Since v is positive on C(X) X C(X), it follows that |i/12|2 < UnU22 a.e. This implies

(ii). We shall show next that (ii) implies (i). Put

W2l-k

wn-k'

W-.22

then this v satisfies (ii) of Theorem 2, since k annihilates A0. This completes the

proof.

Proposition 3. Suppose a matrix W = (WiJ) satisfies condition (#). If W = (W¡f)

is positive on A X A0, then

\h\Wu w, 1

12

I« I     Wvr21 I'M     r,22j

is positive on A X A0 for all h in (H00)'1.

Proof. Let « be in (Hx)~*, fx be in A and f2 be in A0. Put Fx = hfx and

F2 = A/n- Then Fi is in #°° and F2 is in /V^. Since //°° (resp. H^) is a weak-*

closure of A (resp. ,40), by the hypothesis, we have

f \Fi \2Wxxdm + f \F2 \2W22dm + 2Re f FxF2Wx2dm > 0.
jx jx jx

Then

f  l/i \2\h\2Wxxdm + f  \f2 \2\h\~2W22dm + 2Re f fJ2WX2dm > 0.
•'A' JX JX

This completes the proof.

Arocena, Cotlar and Sadosky's theorem. Let A be a disc algebra. Suppose a

matrix u = (p¡j) satisfies condition (#). Let dpu = W^dm + dpstj (i, j = 1,2) be

its Lebesgue decomposition with respect to #T. The following conditions are then

equivalent.

(i) u = (Pjj) is positive on A X A0.

(ii) There exists a positive matrix v = (vtj) on C(X) X C(X) such that |i ~ v.

(iii) ip'j) = (vfj) and there exists a k in H1 such that

\rVx2 - k|2 < WXXW22    a.e.

Proof. We shall show that (i) implies (ii). If \i = (fi,7) is positive on A X A0, then

it follows from Proposition 1 that us = (/i* ) is positive on C(X) X C(X) and

W = (Wu) is positive on A X A0. By Proposition 3,

/        ,2

«| wxx

w» \hV2w,22
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is positive on A X A0 for all « in (i/00)"1. Since A is a disc algebra, every v in 7£

can be written in the form v = \h\2 a.e. for some « in (Hx)~l (cf. [6, Chapter II,

Theorem 4.5]). Hence

vWn       WX2  \

W2X     v-*W22j

is positive on A X A0 for all v in Sf. Therefore, all X in [u] are positive on A X A0.

By Theorem 2, (ii) holds. We shall show that (ii) implies (iii). Since |x ~ v, there

exists integrable functions U¡¡ such that dv^ = U^dm + dps¡j. Furthermore, Wxx =

i/lx, W22 = U22, and WX2- UX2 annihilates A0. Then there exists a k in K1 such

that UX2 = Wx2 — k a.e. Since v is positive on C(X) X C(X), it follows from

Proposition 1 that U = (Uu) is positive on C(X) X C(X). Hence, \UX2\2 < UXXU22

a.e. Therefore, \WX2 - k\2 < rVxxW22 a.e. This implies (ii). Since Kl annihilates A0,

(iii) implies (i). This completes the proof.

3. Constants relating to measure matrices. The following investigations will be

useful in calculating the norms of Hankel operators and in studying the bounded-

ness of some kinds of Riesz projections. We shall study only the absolutely

continuous measure matrices which satisfy condition ( # ).

The coset of an / in (L00)"1 in (L00)'1 /(H00)'1 is denoted by (/). That is,

(/)= {/«; « is in (Z/00)-1}. Define

IK/)ll=inf{||gUg-1oo;gisin(/)},

Yo = sup{||(/)||;/isin(L°0)-1}.

The first author [13] has used the constant y0 to show that the norms of Hankel

operators are equivalent to the dual norms of H1. y0 may be finite or infinite. When

A is a disc algebra, y0 = 1.

Proposition 4. // W = (Wtj) is positive on A X A0, then for each v in £C,

lcv2Wxx        WX2    \

\   W2X       cv-2W22)

is positive on A X A0, where 0 < c < \\(v)\\ < y0.

Proof. Let e be any positive constant. Then there exists an « in (H00)1 such that

ll^llocll^"1""'!!^ < \\iv)\\ + e- Since the matrix W = (Wu) is positive on A X A0,

I r/2t \l/2

-2RejjJ2Wx2dm < 2J/^ \fx |Vni/m|     |/^ |/2 \2W22dmj

< 2\\ohU\o-lh--\\OB{fx |/, \2v2\h\2Wxxdm^     (/^ |/2 \2v-2\h\'2W22dm\

(11(f) II + e){/^ I/. \2v2\h\2Wxxdm + fx \f2 \2v-2\h[2W22dm
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for all fx in A, f2 in A0 and all « in (H00)'1. Hence, the matrix

[v)\\+e)v2\h\2Wxx

W-21

WX2

[v)\\ +e)ü-2\h\'2W22¡

is positive on A X A0. By Proposition 3,

l(\\iv)\\+e)v2Wxx Wx12

Wi-ll (\\{v)\\+e)v-2W2 22 i

is positive on A X A0. Let e -* 0, then

»ll»2^i w,12

\\(v)\\v-2W: 22 j

is positive on /I X ^0. This completes the proof.

If the matrix W = {WiJ) is positive on A X A0, then it follows from Proposition 4

that the set of the constants

c>0
CD2»7,, W1211

U/,,       cv-2W,.
is positive on v4 X A0

is not empty for each v in J2?. The infimum of the above set is denoted by c(v, W).

It follows from Proposition 4 that c(v, W) < ||(u)|| < y0-

Proposition 5.   If W = (W,j)  is positive on A X A0 and v is in  £?,  then

c(v,W)= c(v\h\,W)forallhin (Hœy1.

Proof. By Proposition 3, the above set which is defined for v is the same as the

set for v\h\. This completes the proof.

Theorem 6.  Suppose W = (W^) is positive on A X A0.  For each nonnegative

constant c, the following conditions are equivalent,

(i) sup{ c( v, W); v is in Sf} < c.

(ii)

cv2W,} WX2

W2X       cv-2W22,

is positiver on A X A0 for all v in 77?.

(iii) There exists a positive matrix U = (U^) on C(X) X C(X) such that

'cWn     WX2

W2X     cW22
-u.

(iv) There exists a k in Kl such that

\Wx2-k\   ^c2WxxW22    a.e.

Proof. By the definition, (i) is equivalent to (ii). By Theorem 2, (ii) is equivalent

to (iii). On the other hand, by Corollary 2.1, (ii) is equivalent to (iv). This completes

the proof.
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Theorem 7. Suppose A is a uniform algebra such that y0 is finite. If a matrix

W = (Wjj) is positive on A X A0, then the following conditions are true.

(1) There exists a positive matrix U = (U¡j) on C(X) X C(X) such that

Yo^n      W12 \

w2l    y0w22J~   ■

(2) There exists a k in K1 such that

\WX2 - k\2 ^ y2WxxW22    a.e.

Proof. Since c(v, W) < \\(v)\\ < y0, this theorem follows immediately from Theo-

rem 6.

4. The finite-dimensional case. We assume in this section that the set #T of

representing measures for t is finite dimensional. Core measures always exist in this

case. In fact, #T is the closure of its set of core points (cf. [6, Chapter IV, §5]). Let m

be a core point of #T, and let #°° = {/ e L|; fxfgdm = 0 for all g in A}. Let #c°°

be the complexification of #°°. Then A + A0 + #c°° is weak-* dense in L°° (cf. [6,

Chapter IV, Theorem 6.2]).

Set S= exp#°° = {eu; u is in #°°}. Then S is a subgroup of 7É'. ê is defined by

the first author [12].

Theorem 8. Suppose #T is finite dimensional. Let m be a representing measure for

t. Suppose W = (W¡j) satisfies condition (#). If

'v2Wxx       WX2   ,

y   W21      v~2W22i

is positive on A X A0 for all v in S, then it is positive on A X A0 for all v in SC. In

this case,

sup(c(t;, W); v is in £?} = sup{e(i;, W); v is in S).

Proof. If v is in SÛ, then there exists a u0 in #°° and a m in the weak-* closure of

Re A such that logv = u + u0 a.e. (cf. [6, Chapter IV, Theorem 6.2]). It follows that

u = log|/i| for some « in (if00)"1. Put v0 = eu°; then v0 is in S. It follows from

Proposition 3 that the above matrix is positive on A X A0 for v = \h\v0. Then, it

follows from Proposition 5 that c(v, W) = c(v0, W). This completes the proof.

Theorem 8 assures us that the equivalence in Theorem 2 or Corollary 2.1 is also

true for "all v in <f" instead of "all v in S7." We should mention that in this case

K1 = H1 + #c°° (cf. [6, Chapter IV, Theorem 6.2]). If dim #T = 0, then S= (1). We

assume now that m is a unique logmodular measure. Then the linear span of

#°° n logK//00)"1! is equal to #°° (cf. [6, Chapter IV, Corollary 7.6]).

Theorem 9. Suppose m is a unique logmodular measure for t, and a matrix

W = (Wjj) is positive on A X A0. Then sup{c(v,W); v is in 77?) is finite. The

supremum is attained with some v in S.

Proof. It follows from Theorem 8 that the supremum in this theorem is equal to

the supremum for all v in S. Choose «,,...,«„ in (H00)'1 so that {log|«y|}"=1 is a
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basis for #°°. Put Uj = log|«y| (1 <y < n) and S0 = {exp{L"j_xSjUj); 0 < s, < 1

(1 < j < «)}. Then c?0 Q S. If v is in S then there exists an « in (H00)'1 and a v0 in

7>0 such that v — \h\v0 a.e. By Proposition 5, the supremum for all v in S is equal to

the supremum for all v in <f0. It follows that there exists a sequence {v¡) in <?0 such

that liml_00c(v„W) is equal to the supremum. Then vt = exp(E"=15-y/M7) and

0 < iy/«y < 1 (1 <7 < «). It follows that sJt converges to Sj for each j taking a

subsequence if necessary, and 0 < j•< 1 (1 <y'<«). Hence the supremum is

attained with v = exp(T."=xSjUj) in S. This completes the proof.

5. Norms of Hankel operators. Let Q be the orthogonal projection from L2 to

(K2)±= Hq. For <j> in L°° and / in H2, the classical Hankel operators H^ are

defined by the formula

#♦(/) = £(*/)•

The first author [12, 13] has given the generalizations of the classical Hankel

operators. Let v be a function in L. Yet Qv be the orthogonal projection from L2 to

(vK2)± = V'Hq. For <)> in L°° and / in vH2, the generalized Hankel operators H£

are defined by the formula

n;(f) = e,.(*/).

If /l is a disc algebra, then ||y//J| = \\(j> + /V°°|| (see [12]). This is a theorem of Nehari.

The first author [12] proved the following theorem. We shall prove it by Corollary

2.1.

Theorem 10. Let </> be a function in Lx. Then

sup || //; || = ||* + kx\\.
,'6/.

// m ¿s a unique logmodular measure for i, then the supremum is attained with some v

in S.

Proof. Put c = sup„e/J|#;||. It follows that c < ||<f> + K°°\\, since ||tf¿'(/)||2 =

llß,.((* + g)/)ll2 < IK* + g)f\\i < II* + g||JI/ll2 for all g in K">. We shall show
that c t> H* + /i°°||. By the definition of #£, it follows that

lev2       <p   \

\ *      cv'2j

is positive on A X A{) for all v in if. It follows from Corollary 2.1 that there exists a

function A: in A:1 such that |* + A:| < c a.e. Hence k is in Kl n L00 = A:00.

Therefore, ||* + A^00!! < c. This completes the proof.

If #T is finite dimensional, then the supremum for "all v in Sf" in Theorem 10 is

equal to the supremum for "all v in <?." The first author [13] proved the following

theorem. We shall prove it by Theorem 7.

Theorem 11. Suppose A is a uniform algebra such that y0 is finite. Let <j> be a

function in Lx. Then

KII<ll* + K°°||<YoWI-
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Proof. It follows from Theorem 10 that \\H^\\ < ||* + A"°°||. We prove next that

II* + A"°°|| < Yoll^ll- By the definition,

IW        *
*        II Hi

is positive on A X A0. It follows from Theorem 7 that there exists a k in K1 such

that |* + k\ < Vollöl! a.e. Hence k is in A"1 n Lx = Kx. Therefore, ||<f> + Ar°°|| <

Yoll^JI- This completes the proof.

6. The Koosis type theorem. The following theorem is a generalization of the

Koosis theorem. We shall prove it by the lifting theorem.

Theorem 12. Suppose m is a representing measure for t. Let W be a nonnegative

integrable function.

(1) The following two conditions are equivalent.

(i) There exists a nonnegative function Uwith m(WU > 0) > 0 such that

f \vf\2Udm < f  \vf+ v~*g\ Wdm
Jx Jx

for allf in A, all g in A0 and all v in £?.

(ii) There exists a nonzero function k in Kl such that

\W - 2k\^ W   a.e.

When the set NT is finite dimensional and m is a core point of #T, it is sufficient that v

ranges only over S instead of £7. Moreover, K1 = Hl + #c°°.

(2) // there exist no nonzero functions in K1  which vanish on a set of positive

measure, then it is possible to take U > 0 a.e. in (1).

Proof. We shall prove (1). We shall show that (i) implies (ii). It can be shown that

lv2(W- U)       W  \

\        W v-2Wj

is positive on A X A0 for all v in ¿f. By Corollary 2.1, there exists a A: in A"1 such

that \W - k\2 < (W - U)W < W2 a.e. Hence, m(k * 0) > m(WU > 0) > 0. This

implies (ii). We shall show that (ii) implies (i). Since \W - 2k\ < W a.e., it follows

that \k\2 < W Kek a.e. Hence, E = {x & X; k * 0) is a subset of F = {x & X;

Rek > 0), and m(E) > 0. Put W0 = |A:|2/(ReÂ:) on F and W0 = 0 off F. Then,

|^() - A: |2 = W0(W0 -Rek) a.e. and W0 < W a.e. Since k annihilates A0, for all /

in A and all g in Ac¡,

-2 Re f fgWQdm = -2 Re f fg(W0 - k) dm
Jx Jx

< 2 Í I fgI ̂ o /2( W0 - Rek)1/2dm
Jx

< f \f\2v2(WQ- Rek) dm + f \g\2v'2W0dm.
Jx Jx
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Put U = Re A;; then U is a nonnegative function, and

m(WU > 0) = m(WRek > 0) > m(E) > 0.

Furthermore,

[ \vf\2Udm= f \vf\2{Rek)dm
Jx Jx

< (  \vf+ v-lg\2W0dm < [  \vf+ v^gfwdm.
Jx Jx

This implies (i). The latter half of (1) follows from Theorem 8. Then K1 = Hl + Nc°°

(cf. [6, Chapter IV, Theorem 6.2]).

Next, we shall prove (2). As the proof of (1), we can take U = Rek for some k in

A"1 such that Re k > 0 a.e. by the special property of A'1 in this case. This completes

the proof.

Proposition 13. Suppose A is a uniform algebra such that y0 is finite. Let W be a

nonnegative integrable function. If there exists a U with 0 < U < W a.e. such that the

function s = WU — (1 — yr 2)W2 is nonnegative and nonzero, and

f \f\2Udm^ ( |/+ g\2Wdm
Jx Jx

for all f in A and all g in A0, then there exists a nonzero function k in K1 such that

\W - k\ < Wa.e.

Proof. It can be shown that (%~v \%) is positive on A X A0. By Theorem 7 and

the hypothesis, there exists a A; in A"1 such that \W - k\2 ^ y^W - U)W < W2 -

y02i < W2 a.e. Hence, A; is a nonzero function. This completes the proof.

Koosis' theorem [11]. Suppose A is a disc algebra. Let m be a normalized

Lebesgue measure on the unit circle and let W be a nonnegative integrable function.

The following conditions are then equivalent.

(i) There exists a nonzero nonnegative function U such that

f \f\2Udm^ f \f+g\2Wdm
Jx Jx

for allf in A and all ginA0.

(ii) There exists a nonzero function k in H1 such that \W — 2k\ < W a.e.

(iii) W is invertible in L1.

If the above conditions hold, there exists U such that log U is integrable.

Proof. Since A is a disc algebra, |(#°°)-1| =7£. Hence, y0 = 1. Since the set

( |/|2; / is in A} is sup-norm dense in C(X), the function U in (i) satisfies U < W

a.e. Hence, m(U > 0) = m(WU > 0). It follows from Proposition 13 that (i) implies

(ii). It follows from Theorem 12 that (ii) imphes (i). Moreover, we can take U such

that logU is integrable, since in this case log(ReA;) is integrable unless k = 0 a.e. We

shall show next that condition (ii) implies (iii). It follows from (ii) that W'1 <

Re(Ar_1) a.e., which implies ReA; > 0 a.e. Hence, k is an outer function (cf. [7,
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Chapter II, Corollary 4.8]). It follows from Fatou's lemma that

[ W~ldm < liminf [^ Re{k-\re'e))^- < Re(rc"1(0)).

Hence W~l is integrable which implies (iii). We shall show lastly that (iii) implies

(ii). Suppose H^"1 is integrable. Put Ac-1 = W~l + i(W~l)~ , where (W~l)~ denotes

the harmonic conjugate function of W~l. By the calculation, \W - 2k\ = W a.e.,

which implies (ii). This completes the proof.

If a uniform algebra A satisfies the condition that A + A0 is weak-* dense in

L°°(m), then the equivalence of the conditions in the above theorem remains true,

since it is true also in this case that \(Hx)~l\ = £7.

7. The Helson-Szegö type theorem. By calculation it can be shown that if the

weight W satisfies the inequahty

f \vf\2Wdm^cf ¡vf+v^gfwdm
Jx Jx

for all / in A, all g in A0, and all v in 77?, then the matrix

(1 - C'l)v2W       W

W v'2W

is positive on A X A0. The converse is also true. It follows from Corollary 2.1 that

this condition of W is equivalent to the existence of a Ac in A"1 such that

\W - 2kf ^ {1 - C'l)W2   a.e.

For weights W such that W = \h\2 for some outer function « in H2, the following

theorems are obtained by the first author (see [12,13]).

Theorem 14. Suppose m is a representing measure for r, and W is a nonnegative

integrable function. The following conditions are then equivalent.

(i) There exists a constant C, which is independent of v, such that

f  \vf\2Wdm^cf \vf+ V'gfwdm
J Y * Y

for allf in A, all g in A0 and all v in St?.

(ii) There exists a constant r in [0,1) and a function kinK1 such that \W — 2k\ < rW

a.e. When the set #T is finite dimensional, and m is a core point of #T, it is sufficient

that v ranges only over S instead ofSf. Moreover, K1 = H1 + #c°°.

Proof. We shall show that (i) implies (ii). As we showed at the beginning of this

section, it follows from (i) that there exists a Ac in A"1 such that

\W- 2kf ^ (1 - C~l)W2   a.e.

Therefore we get (ii). The proof that (ii) implies (i) is as follows. Since \W — 2k\ < rW

a.e., it follows that ((1 - r2)/4)W2 < |A;|2 < WRek a.e. Hence,

W^{4/(1- r2))Rek    a.e.
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On the other hand, as we showed in the proof of Theorem 12, it follows that, for all

f in A and all g in A0,

[ \vf\2{Rek)dm*i ( \vf + v~lgfWdm.
Jx Jx

Put C = 4/(1 — r2), then (i) follows. This completes the proof.

When A is a disc algebra, the original Helson-Szegö theorem [8] follows from

Theorem 14. The proof of the equivalence of the boundedness of the Riesz

projection and condition (ii) in Theorem 14 is almost the same as the proof of

Koosis' theorem. We should mention that the condition ||exp(-/'(logW7)~) + H°°\\ <

1 is also equivalent in this case.

Theorem 15. Suppose m is a unique logmodular measure for t, and W is a

nonnegative integrable function. If for each v in 77?, there exists a constant CB such that

f \vf\2Wdm^cJ \vf+ v-lg\2Wdm
J Y J Y

\2Wdm^ CJ  '
'x Jx

for all f in A, all g in A0, then sup„ei?C(, < oo.

Proof. Put Wxx = (1 - C;l)W and Wx2 = W2X = W22 = W. It follows from

Theorem 9 that there exists a function v0 in Jt° such that (ii) holds with C = Cv.

This completes the proof.

Let P be the L2(w)-orthogonal projection from A + A0 to A. Put

\\P\\u,= inflc7-0\j \f\2Wdm^c2f \f+g\2Wdm

for all f in A and all g in A0\,

p(W) = inf{c > 0; \W - A;|< cW a.e. for some A; in A"1}.

If A is a disc algebra, then p(W) = \\exp(-i(log\V)~) + H°°\\. This is also equal to

the cosine of the angle between A and A0 in the weighted Hubert space L2(W).

Then p(W) <1 if and only if ||P||^< oo.

Theorem 16. Let W be a nonnegative function in Ll. Then

i i\ 1/2 /

V \\r\\wl  J \

Proof. By the calculation at the beginning of this section and by Theorem 7, this

theorem follows.

8. Examples and appendix. All results in this paper were known in a disc algebra.

But they also apply to many other concrete examples.

(1) We assume that y is a compact subset of the complex plane whose comple-

ment has a finite number of components. The algebra R(Y) consists of all functions

in C(Y) which can be approximated uniformly on Y by rational functions with

poles off Y. Let A be the restriction of R(Y) to its Shilov boundary X. Then the
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uniform closure of Re A has finite codimension in CR(X), and the linear span of

log|v4_1| is dense in CR(X) (cf. [6, Chapter IV, Theorem 8.3]). Hence, every t in MA

has a finite-dimensional set #T of representing measures, and every t in MA has a

unique logmodular measure m in #T. Then m isa core point of #T (cf. [6, Chapter

IV, Corollary 7.5]) and y0 is finite. When Y is an annulus (r < |z| < 1}, then

y0 = r-1/2(cf.[13]).

(2) Let A be a subalgebra of the disc algebra which contains the constants and

which has finite codimension in the disc algebra. Two examples of such subalgebras

are {/; f'(0) = 0} and {/; /(0) = /(1/2)}. If r(f) = f(0) for f in A and m is the

normalized Lebesgue measure on the unit circle T, then #T is finite dimensional, m

is a core point of #T, #°° ç C(T) and y0 is infinite (cf. [13]).

(3) The unit polydisc U" is defined to be the set of all z in C whose coordinates

satisfy |z,| < 1 for / = 1,...,«. For simplicity, we assume « = 2. Part of the

boundary of U2 is the torus T2, the set of all (z,w) in C2 with |z| = |w| = 1. Let

A(\J2) be the class of all continuous complex-valued functions on the closure of U2

which is holomorphic in U2. Let the polydisc algebra A be the restriction of A(U2)

to T2. If t(/) =/(0,0) for/ in A and m2 is the normalized Lebesgue measure on

T2, then t is in MA and m2 is a representing measure for t. The Fourier coefficients

/(«, m) of an integrable function / are defined for all integers « and m by

f{n,m)=[  f{z,w)znwndm2{z,w).

Yet Z2 denote the set of all pairs («, m) of nonnegative integers « and m. Yet C(T2)

be the algebra of continuous complex-valued functions on T2. Then A = {/e

C(T2); /(«,m) = 0for(«,m)off Z2}. For 1 <p < oo, Hp = {/e L"; f(n,m)

= 0for(«,w)offZ2)and Kp = {fe Lp\ f(n,m) = 0 for (-«, -m) in Z2 }.

Throughout this paper we have studied the measure matrices which are positive on

A X Äq. There is another kind of lifting theorem. Let K = Kx n C(X) and

AT0 = K™ n C( X). All results in this paper are valid for A X K0 instead of A X A0.

The following Theorem 2' corresponds to Theorem 2. The definition of the relation

u — v for measure matrices u and v in this case is different from the definition

which was given in the Introduction. If two measure matrices a = (/i(. •) and

v =» (Vjj) satisfy pxx = vxx, p22 and u12 - vX2 annihilates A"0, then we write u ~ v. If

u ~ v, then |i = v on A X K0.

Theorem 2'. Let A be a uniform algebra on X, and let t be in MA. Suppose a

measure matrix u = (ft,y) satisfies condition (#). Let

dV-,j = Wjjdm + dp'ij       (i, j = 1,2)

be its Lebesgue decomposition with respect to NT. The following conditions are then

equivalent.

(i) All X in [u,] are positive on A X K0.

(ii) There exists a positive measure matrix v = (v¡¡) on C(X) X C(X) such that

u, ~ v and (psjj) = (vfj).

As an application of Theorem 2', for example, the following Theorem 14' holds.

Let AY n Ü = {« G L1; fxhkdm = 0 for all k in A"0}.
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Theorem 14'. Suppose m is a representing measure for t and W is a nonnegative

integrable function. The following conditions are then equivalent.

(i) There exists a constant C, which is independent ofv, such that

f \vf\2Wdm^cf \vf+ v~lgfwdm
Jx Jx

for all f in A, all g in K0 and all v in 77?.

(ii) There exists a constant r in [0,1) and a function k in K¿- H L1 such that

\W - 2k\ < rW a.e. If K0 is weak-* dense in Kx, then A"0X n Ü coincides with H1.

Examples (1), (2) and (3) satisfy this condition.

We should remark on condition (#) in the Introduction. If #T is finite dimen-

sional, and t has a unique logmodular measure m, then £7? is contained in

|/y°°| = {|/i|; « is in Hx). Hence, |#°°| is uniformly dense in the set of essentially

bounded nonnegative functions (cf. [6, Chapter IV, Exercises 11 and 12]). The

matrix W = (W,y), which is positive on A X A0, satisfies the conditions Wxx > 0 a.e.

and W22 > 0 a.e. This is applicable to Examples (1) and (2). If A is a polydisc

algebra as in Example (3), then |^4| is uniformly dense in the set of continuous

nonnegative functions. Hence, if the matrix u = (u,7) is positive on A X A0, then it

satisfies the conditions ¡u.n > 0 and /i22 ^ 0.
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